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INTRODUCTION 
Let G denote a finite group, let p be a fixed prime, let P denote a fixed 
Sylow p-subgroup of G, ad let q denote IPI. We denote the normalizer of P 
by N, the centralizer of P by C, ad the center of G by Z. Throughout this 
paper we shall assume: 
Hypothesis 1. The centralizer of every nonidentity element of P is the 
centralizer C of P. 
This condition implies that P is an abelian trivial intersection (t.i.) set. 
Furthermore, if the group of p/-elements of C is denoted by V, then 
C = P x V and N/V is a Frobenius group with kernel P. 
We will prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Assume G satisfies Hypothesis 1 and G has a faithful 
complex character A of degree at most (q - 1)/2, then PJG or 
G/Z E PSL(2, q). 
Theorem 1 was proved by Brauer [ 1 ] in the case that 1 PI =p. Sibley [ 12 ] 
proved PdG if /i( 1) < (q - 1)/2. The author has proved Theorem 1 if N/C is 
abelian, C = P, or (q - 1)/2 is odd [3-51. 
1 
Throughout this paper, we assume that G is a minimal counterexample to 
Theorem 1. In particular, G satisfies Hypothesis 1’ of [4, 51. Let E denote a 
complement of P in N. Using the remarks in the Introduction and 
Proposition 1 of [4], we obtain the following information. C = P x Z, 
IZI # 1, n = IN/C] = [E/Z1 = (q- 1)/2, n is even, /i is an exceptional 
character of degree 12, /i, is irreducible, G/Z is simple, p # 3, and N/C is 
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non-abelian. Since /1 is faithful, Z is cyclic. Let q denote a generator of Z. If 
IZI is even, let t denote the involution in Z. 
If A is a nonempty subset of G, let 2 denote the image of A in G/Z. For 
any nonempty finite set K. let 1 K 1 denote the number of elements in K. 
We use the notation of ]5] to describe the irreducible characters of N and 
G. In particular, /1 = /i,, , /i,, = (t,~~A,)‘v, and vz(q) is a primitive IZ/ th root 
of unity. 
As in [5], Hypothesis (2,j, t) is satisfied if VI, = wzt,uj where vj is an 
algebraic conjugate of I,u~. Throughout this paper, let VI,, be defined by 
vr, = vz w/2. We note that _w,,(q) is a primitive 1 Z ]/(] Z /, 2) root of unity. If A 
is a subset of G, then let A denote the image of A in G/(ker wI, n Z). If wj is 
an algebraic conjugate of v/~, then ker v/r, f7 Z ,< ker I+/* vj. Thus, whenever 
Hypothesis (2,j, t) is satisfied and T E &:, T is an irreducible character of G’. 
As in [5], if Hypothesis (2,j, t) is satisfied, let A,., = (X,, ] X,, E A, and 
d,, > e,,} - { lG}. We note that Hypothesis (2, 2, 1) is satisfied where wz is 
defined by ‘//‘I = Q2. 
If K is a group, let F(K) and T,(K) denote respectively the Fitting 
subgroup of K and the commutator subgroup of K. 
LEMMA 1.1. (i) 1 ZI divides n. Zf v is u prime dividing I ZI, let x,. E E,, 
w_here (2,) has maximum order vu in ELI. Zf v is odd, then E,, = (x,,) x Z,.. Zf 
E, is a cyclic, then xi’ = r where s is the involution in Z. 
(ii) Zf Hypothesis (2, j, t) is satisfied, let A,,, and g,2 be defined by 
A,,z = {XI, / X,, E A, and CW,fimj = 1) and q,* = {%,j Iftmj # 0 for some 
X,, E AI,2). Zf&, E gal, then detztj = 1,. 
ProoJ (i) Since N is a Frobenius group, EL, is cyclic if v # 2 and ,!?z is 
cyclic or generalized quaternion if v = 2. The method of proof used in 
Lemma I [5 ] implies that ] ZI divides n and E,= (x,,) x Z, if v is odd. 
Assume Ez is cyclic and x, E E, where ](x~)] = ]Er] = 2”. Let n, be defined 
by 2”nL= n, then n, is odd. Let x:‘= q: where (q2) = Z, and ](&] = 2’. 
Since G is simple, det A = 1,. An argument analogous to that used in 
Lemma 1 of [5 ] implies that 1 = det n(x,) = (r(20+20fb-‘~20-“‘n’, where a is a 
primitive 2” + b th root of unity. Since n, is odd, it follows that -a” = 1. In 
particular, b = 1, ] Z/ is even, and xi0 = r. 
(ii) Let stj E q,2, then it follows the definition of f,, and e,, in ]5 ] 
that there is a X,, E A,,* such that (X,,), = e,,((v/,l,)” + (I+v,A,)“) +&j. 
Since det X,, = 1, and P < T,(N), it is sufficient to show that det((vJ,)” + 
w*n, = LL, where v is a prime divisor of I EJ. Since (Z] divides n, 
Z < ker(det(v,li)“) for i = 1, 2. 
If E2 is generalized quaternion, then E,/T*(E,)Z is elementary abelian of 
type (2,2). If y E E,, it follows that det(WI;l,)N (y) = det(WIk2)N (y) = (-1)’ 
where r = 1 or 2. Therefore, det((u/J,)” + (w,&)“)(y) = 1. 
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We may assume J?O is cyclic. Let x, E E,, where ](X,)] = ]J?~,]. It follows 
from part (i) that E, = (x0, Z,) and ](x’,)] = ](Z,)]. Since Hypothesis (2,j, t) 
is satisfied, (~~1,)~ + (~~1~)~ is a character of d Moreover, part (i) implies 
that (1~4)~ + (w,A~)~)(~,,) = Wll~uI)~~~,~~ where p(E,3 denotes the regular 
character of (*UC,). Direct computation now implies that det((y/,A,)>v + 
(w,W) (X,) = 1 (X(.)  Since IZ,,I (n, it follows that det((v/J,)” + 
GY,w)El = I,, * 
LEMMA 1.2. Assume that Hypothesis (2, j, t) is satisfied. Let utk and wlk 
be defined by (Az,(ijl, nlk) = uIk and (/iz,/ijz, A,,,) = w,~ for k = 1, 2. 
6) A2lAjl = CA, d$ft, + ~tlArl + utzAt2 + R, and A2lAjz = 
-C~,&,Xf,,, + wtIAt, + )v,J~~ +R, whereR,=C,,(l12,/ijl,X,,>X,,. 
(ii> If X,, E B,, then f,, = 0. Moreover, u,, + u,~ = wI, + w,~ + 
(2c, - 1) and wI, + wtz = 0 ifb, # 0. if 6, > 0, then 6, > 2c, - 1 > 0. Further, 
(2c, - 1) < 0 ifb, = 0. CA,f,,,,d,, + b,(2c, - 1) = n. 
(iii> Ca,2d~,+(u,l+~,2)(2~,-1)=n+1+C,,2(~2,~j,,X,,>ld,,l. 
(iv) IL, 2(A2lAjlT Xt,) ldt,l + CutI + uu)(bt - P-C, - 1)) + Ca, 
(et, - 4,) 6, = -1. 
(v) A,,, is nonempty if t # 1. If A ,, I is empty, and (l?/T,@)( is even, 
then 6, = 1 and i?I is cyclic. 
Proof. Since n is even, we see that Aj, = Aj and Aj2 = Ai in the notation 
of Lemma 2 of [5]. Parts (i) and (ii) are simply restatements of Lemma 2 of 
[S] for n even. 
(iii) Since uI, + uIz = 2c, - 1 if b, # 0, we see that (z+, + utz) 6, = 
(2c, - 1) 6,. If X,, E B,, then part (ii), and Eqs. (2) and (6) of [5 ] imply that 
X,,(l) = 2 I4,l n. Using AzlAj,(l) = n*, parts (i) and (ii) of this lemma, 
and (6) of [51, we obtain Ce, (A2,Ajl, X,,) 2 ldrml n + (u,, + ~,,)@a, + l)n t 
CA, 24,etm n = n2 - CL, 4,f,, + PC, - 1) b,) = n* - n. 
It follows that 
(u,, + %2Pt + 1) + x 2% 4, + -~~2(11,,/ij,,Xrm)Id,,I=n- 1. (1.2.1) 
‘4, B, 
Equations (1) and (2) of [5] imply that 2e,, = 2f(,,, - 2d,, and 
a,=b,-c,. Substituting in (1.2.1) we obtain -(u,, + u,,)(2c, - 1) + 
CutI + ~(2) 26, + L,2dtmftm - CA,2dfm +Ce, 2 ldml (~2tAj~~Xnn) =  - 1. 
Now part (ii) and (u,, + u,*) 6, = (2c, - 1) 6, imply CA, 2d& (u,, + u,,)(2c, 
- 1) = n + 1 + L,2 ldt,l (AIt Ajl, Xt,)- 
(iv) Recall that 2e,, =f,, + (e,, -d,,) for X,,EA,, and 2a,+ l= 
2b, - (2c, - 1). Using (1.2.1), (uI, + u,*) b, = (2c, - 1) 6, and part (ii), we 
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obtain n - 1 = (z+, + uJ(b,- (2c,- 1)) + b,(2c,- 1) + CA,ffmd,,,, + r,4, 
(e,, - 4,) 4, + CB, 2 ldlml CA21njl* x,,) = tuft + %2)(bt - PC, - 1)) + n 
+ CA, (et, -d,,)d,, + x8,2 ldt,l (AllAj*,xt,). Part (iv) follows. 
(v) Lemma 2(iii) of [5] implies that A,., is nonempty if t # 1. 
Assume A , , , is empty. Since n is even? -42,/12Z( ~7) = n,,nlz( JV) = -n/2 
for J’E P#. It follows from parts (i) and (ii) that ul,, = bc’,* and 2c, - 1 + 
2w,, = u,, + u,z. Therefore, u,, + u,? > 0. Thus, part (iv) and A,., empty 
imply that b, = 2c, - 1 and e,, = d,, for all X,, E A, - ( lc}. Equation (2) 
of [5] now yields f,, = 2d,, for X,, E A, - ( lGt. 
Let 7 denote the set of nonprincipal linear characters in %‘, and let 
V= (X,, Ifimj# 0 for some .XijE Y’}. Using part (ii) and Eq. (3) of [S], 
we see that 1 =fimj= d,, if X,, E V. Now 2 = 2d,, =f,, for X,,n E V 
implies that fimk = 0 if a;, E V, - 7 ‘. Therefore, C@, fimjd,,,, = 
r, f,mj~~,j =f,, = 2 if X,, E V. Summing Eq. (3) of (5 ] over ?’ now yields 
(2c, - 1) r,r b,j + XI. 2d,, = x,, ?clj = (?’ ‘1 = IE/f,(E)I - 1. It follows that 
blju # 0 for some &ij, in ?’ if IE/T2(E)I is even. Now b, = Zc, - 1. Eq. (3) 
of [5 ] applied to $ ,j,,, and part (ii) of this lemma imply that 6, = I = 
2c, - 1. 
Equation (1) of 15 I now yields (A,,),% = (I,v,A,)’ +. Xii,,. If E, is not 
cyclic, then ,!?Z is generalized quaternion and direct computation implies that 
det(yl,J,)V = l,.. However, det n , , = 1, since c is simple. We now obtain a 
contradiction since .)i/-,jO # l,V. Therefore, J!?, is cyclic. 
Assume Hypothesis (2.j, I) is satisfied. If A,,, is empty. then 
Lemma 1.2(v) implies that I = 1 and we let y, = 1. If A,., is nonempty, let 
,‘R; , = {.$ij / flmj f 0 for some X,, E A, ,I. We also define k, and y, by 
c:, ~Ifi = n/k, and yt = max( (d,,/e,,) 1 X,, E A,. ,I. It follows from 
Let&a 1.2(ii) that d,, > 0 if frmk # 0 for some $;, E T and b,(2c, - 1) > 0. 
Thus, Eq. (3) of [5] implies f,,,,j # 0 for exactly one .a, E q if X,, E A,,, . 
In particular A,, 1 c A,,z. Using Lemmas l.l(ii) and 1.2 and the argument 
used to prove (7) of [5], we may obtain the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1.3. Assume Hypothesis (2, j, t) is satisfied and A,,, is nonempty, 
then there is a bijection between A,., and Wt., . If X,, and .&, are 
corresponding characters, then d,, + e,, = f,, = xt, and d,, > x,,/2. 
Moreover, det &,, = l,, 4, ,< Y,.M(Y, + 1). 4, - e,, G ((Y, - l)/ 
(yt + l))f,,, and L,,,f k = L,,, -d,, = n/k,. 
-- 
N= EP satisfies Hypothesis 2 of [4]. The results in Section 2 [4] imply 
that J? is solvable and m satisfies Lemma 2.3 or 2.4 of [4]. Therefore, E is 
solvable. If E contains a cyclic subgroup 0 of index 2, then IE/T,(E)I is 
even. Moreover, Theorems 9.11 and 9.12 of [2] imply that ?c,~< 2 if 
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.$ij E F,. Lemma 1.3 implies that A,,, is empty. Using Lemma 1.2(v) we 
obtain the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1.4. E is solvable. If i? contains a normal cyclic subgroup 
of index 2, then Ez is cyclic. 
2 
G satisfies Hypothesis 2 if G is a minimal counterexample to Theorem 1 
and E;(E)* is cyclic. Throughout this paper, if G satisfies Hypothesis 2, let u 
and z be defined by (,!?/F(,?)( = u and lZ(E)‘)l = z. Throughout this section, we 
assume G satisfies Hypothesis 2. 
We may use n even, Corollary 1.4. and Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 of [4] to 
obtain the following information. 
(2) If G satisfies Hypothesis 2, then F(E) is cyclic. 
(i) E= GE, where fi is nilpotent. D is the Hall 2’ subgroup of 
Tz(E), and (1 HI, 101) = 1. Every prime divisor of 2u divides z. F(E) = 
(H n F(E)) x D and fl f7 F(E) 3 Z(E). 
(ii) ]PI =pUd and p > 5. 
(iii) E/F(E) is cyclic. Moreover. u = 2u, where u, is odd and u , > 3 if 
,!?l is generalized quaternion. 
Let U be a subgroup of E such that U 2 Z and fl= F(E). Since F(E) is 
cyclic, U is abelian. It follows that (I = F(E) and E/U z g/F(E) is cyclic. 
Thus, Theorems 9.11 and 9.12 of [ 2] imply that if $ E 3 for i = l,..., / ZI. 
then .qj = I$ where cij is a linear character of K and K is a subgroup of N 
containing F(E)P. In particular xij 1 u. 
Recall that I,v(,(~) =p where p is a primitive IZl/(lZ(, 2) root of unity. If 
] ZI f 2, then Lemma 1.2(v) implies that U;;,,, is nonempty. Using 
Lemma 1.3, we see that 1 =det.K!,,(q)=p”l’m for ,$;,, E@?; ,,,. Since xI., 
divides u, IZl/(lZ(, 2) divides u. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume G satis$es Hypothesis 2 and I?, D are the 
subgroups defined in (2). If Hypothesis (2, j, t) is satisfied, let e and %Y?; be 
defined by @ = (St,,, I&,,, E q, det ,Zi,,, = l,V and xI, = u) and 
?Z,! = (&, ( .&, E g and q, < u }. 
I. Assume E, is cyclic. 
(i) There is an element y E E and a subgroup D of E such that I? = 
(y’)d x 2. Further ylE’ = s, (-f)zfi,B-fiand (y”)x.?=Z(k?). 
(ii) If &j E g, then (7) s ker stj if u is odd and (7’) = 
ker -Ktj n (~7) if u is even. Moreover, J&T, xf,,, < n/z. 
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II. Assume l?z is generalized quaternion. 
(i) If Hypothesis (2, j, t) is satisfied, then rAI,, f z,,, < n/3 and 
Ce, xi,,, Q n/6. 
III. (i) & .xfj < n/40 if u f 2 or 4. 
(ii) If ,!?z is cyclic, then xwy;, xfrj < n/40 if u # 2 or 4. 
Prooj Since lZl/(l Z(, 2) divides u, IZI divides 1 HI. Since E is solvable, 
E contains subgroups H and D such that (1 HI, IDI) = 1, H 2 Z, D = 0’ v fi 
and H/Z 2: H. Since H is nilpotent and the Hall 2’ subgroup of a is cyclic, 
it is direct to show that H is nilpotent. Throughout the proof, we shall refer 
to these subgroups H and D. 
I. (i) Let y be an element in H such that (7) has maximum order. 
Since ,!?Z is cyclic, Lemma 1.1 and (2) imply that ylE’ = r and f7 = ( y? x 2. 
The remaining statements in I(i) follow from the construction of H and D 
and (2). 
(ii) Let GY = {& 1.X,, is an irreducible character of (y) fip/F). 
Assume St, E q and Hypothesis (2, j, t) is satisfied. Since ,!? = (~‘)a x 2, 
Theorem 4.21 of [S] implies that &,, = w,%~. If x, = .&,( 1), then 
x, =xtm. Let G? = (&,IZmEg, St,,,= ~(4, where St, Eg}. If 
.& E @, then det &, = 1~ and x, = u. It is sufficient to prove that ( y”) < 
ker&, if u is odd and (y”“)=ker&,n(y”“) if u is even. 
Let E, = (p)fi, then it follows from I(i) that E,P satisfies Hypothesis 2 of 
[4], F(E,)* is cyclic, F(E,) = (~7) X fi, Z(E,) = (y”), and u = IE,/F(E,)J. 
Let &E @“, then Lemma 2.5 of (41 implies that & = ccl” where [, is a 
linear character F(E,)f? Further, (fl) < ker Xm, where ( yy) denotes the 
Hall 2’ subgroup of (y’“). 
Let (4;*) denote the Sylow 2 subgroup of (y), then &ICs;, = 1 implies 
that (yy) E ker &, if u is odd. Assume that u is even, and let (y$) = 
ker LhFy’. Since (~7) is cyclic, & (C92) is a character of (J:*)/( yf). Let 2“ 
and 2 be defined by 2’u, = u, where (u,, 2) = 1 and 2’ = ](~?)/(yf)1. We 
may choose notation so that ,u( y2) = a, where a is a primitive 2” + b th root of 
unity and ~(.1;;) = &,,( y?), Then pi, i = l,..., 2a+b, is a full set of irreducible 
characters of (.V;)/( ~1:). The argument used in the proof of Lemma 2S(ii) 
of [4] may be adapted to show that 1 = det;lzJyZ) = a”~‘2~+2a’b-“2~-“‘. It 
follows that b = 1, whence (~7~‘) = ker .X; n (4;“). 
Since I( J;“)] = z. Cp, xzj < n/z follows from the previous paragraphs and 
(J;“)LbE. 
II. (i) J?Z is generalized quaternion, whence Z(iii) implies that 
u = 2u, where (u,, 2) = 1 and u1 > 3. Since every prime dividing 2u, divides 
z, z/2 is odd and z/2 > 3. 
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Let H, denote the Hall 2’ subgroup of H. It follows from Lemma 1.1 that 
there is a y, E H, such that H, = ( y,) x (2 n H,). Since E = HD where H 
is nilpotent and F(E) is abelian, ( y:) x Z n H, is the Hall 2’ subgroup of 
Z(E) and I( y:)l = z/2 > 3. 
If &,,, E q,, where Hypothesis (2,j, t) is satisfied, then &,, = t;;“m, c ,,, is a 
linear character of K and K 2 F(E)P. Lemma 1.3 implies that det &m = l,,,. 
Since H is nilpotent, the proof of Lemma 2S(ii) of [4] may easily be 
adapted to show ( y:) < ker .X&, . Now ~&,,,  z = x,, vI and Lemma 1.3 imply 
that CA, , f ;,,, < Cq, , & < 242 < 0. 
Ass&e that X,, E G?,;, then Lemma 2.5 of [4] implies that X,, = cTm 
where i,, is a linear character of F@@ Let E E f?, - F(,!?),) then it follows 
from 2(iii) that W* is the involution in E. X1, ICE*) = 2~,[,,,,,(~~~ and u, is 
odd. Since Z,,,, vanishes on (@) - (W’), det X,,(W) = 1 now implies 
[JW’) = -1. Therefore, &,(ti’) = -xlm and (~7) = kers,m n Z(E). 
Since ti* is the unique involution in ,!?, it follows that &, xf, < n/z < n/6. 
III. (i)-(ii) If i?* is cyclic, then I(i) implies that @Y;, when restricted 
to ($& may be viewed as the set of irreducible characters of ( J;)D of 
degree less than u. Since ( y)d z ,!?, XV;, xfsrn = Cw; xi,,,. Therefore, it is 
sufficient o prove III(i). 
We first consider one small value of IPj. Assume (PI = 56 and u = 3 or 6. 
then z2 is cyclic of order 4. It follows from (2) that fi is cyclic, 
36 1 IHI, Ifi1 1217, and 6 I z. If X,,,, E gl, then Lemma 2.5 of [4] implies 
that .X,, is induced from a linear character of f? and E is a subgroup of N -- 
properly containing F(E)P. Let R, = Rn F(E), then [R, , F(E)] c ker ,9’;,,, 
since i? is cyclic. Moreover, F(E) = C,,,(R,) x [R,, fi] follows from 
Theorem 5.3.5 of [71, Since z I I C,,,(R,)I and z > 6, Lemma 2.4Qii) o_f [4] 
implies that I C,,&,)l divi_es 5* - 1. It follows that DE [R, F(E)] 5 
ker .F,,,, for ,%,, E ???I and I DI = 217. Thus, ,K,, is a linear character of E. 
In particular, XV; x:j = IEl/lr2(E)l = 36 < n/40 if IPI = 56 and u = 3 or 6. 
If u is an odd prime, then (2) implies that q =pud E 1 (mod 4~‘). Using 
elementary number theory, we see that pd G 1 (mod 4~). It follows that 
q = 133, 56, 373, or q > 76 if u = 3. Further, q > 41’ if zd= 5, and q > 29’ if 
u = 7. We note that q = 56 or q > 76 if u = 6 while q > gUd if u > 8. 
Let t, denote the number of distinct primes dividing u. Lemma 2.5(iii) of 
[4] implies that CVixf,,, < 4nt,q-‘!* if ud is even and Cy7;xi,,, < 3nt,q-‘!’ 
if ud is odd. Using the lower bounds for q obtained in the previous 
paragraph and noting that we need not consider q = 56, we see that III(i) is 
satisfied if t, < 2. If t, > 3, then u > 30 and t, < 0.1~. Hence, 
0.4nuq-“* > 4nt,q-‘j2 > n/40 implies that gUd < q < 256~~. Clearly this is 
a contradiction if u > 30. 
LEMMA 2.2. Assume G satisfies Hq’pothesis 2 and Hypothesis (2, j, t) is 
satisfied. 
48 i&30! I-6 
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(i) If u = 2 or 4, then /Z] = 2 and A,,, is empty. 
(ii) Ifu = 3, then (yt - 1) Y,/(Y, + lJ2 &ffm 6 20. 
(iii) If 5 < u < 7, then yr < 2. If u > 8, then 11~ < 3. 
Proof: If A,,, is empty for all t such that Hypothesis (2,j, t) is satisfied, 
then (ii) and (iii) are trivially satisfied. Moreover, (i) follows from 
Lemma 1.2(v) applied to A,,,, . Thus, we may assume some A,,, is nonempty. 
Let X,.,, E A,, , where drms/ermI = y, . Let R, and r, be defined by 
R,= K,,IX,,EA,., and (d,,,,e,,,,f,,,)=(d,,,e,,,f,,)} and rr=IR,l. 
Lemma 1.3 implies that d,,, + e,,, =f,,, = x,,,,, and -‘I,,,,, > 3. We have seen 
that f ,,,, = xl,,, I divides U. Thus, we may assume u 2 3. 
Let @‘I and @, be the subsets of ‘F, defined in Proposition 2.1. Lemma 1.3 
implies that V,., = (F,,, n F’;) u (V,, , n %?,). Moreover, it follows from the 
previous paragraph that F,, , n g; is empty if u = 3, 4 or 5. Hence, if A,, , is 
nonempty, we may use Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 1.3 to obtain the 
following. 
If A ,, , is non-empty, then 
k;’ <z-l if u = 3,4,5 
GO.025 +z-’ if u > 6. 
(2.2.1) 
Since y, f &,,/2n < (U - 1) u2/2n if X,,, E A,,, , Lemma 3 of [S] implies 
+,x,(1 +$$)) >di,,=yfe:,,,,. (2.2.2) 
(i) If u = 4, then (PI 2 5’ and z > 2 follow from (2). Therefore, 
(u - 1) u2/2n ( 0.08 and k, 2 2. The first paragraph of this proof implies 
that (d,,,, e,,,,f,,,) = (3, 1,4), y, = 3, and R, = A,., if A,,, is nonempty. 
If A,., is nonempty, then (y, - 1)/k, Q 1. Hence, substitution in (2.2.2) 
implies that r, < 3. However, (54 - 1)/2k, Q n/k, = C;lj.,f:, = CR, f i,,, < 
16r, < 48. Thus, k, > 6 and (y, - 1)/k, < l/3. Substitutmg in (2.2.2) again 
yields r, ( 1. Thus, A, , is empty and y, = 1. It now follows from (2.2.2) 
that r,, < 1. Thus, A,,, is empty and y, = 1. It now follows from (2.2.2) that 
rf, < 1 whence A,,,, is empty. Lemma 1.2(v) implies that IZI = 2. 
(ii) Assume that u = 3 and A,,, is nonempty. It follows from the first 
paragraph of the proof that (d,,,, e,,,,f,,,) = (2, 1, 3), y, = 2 and R, = A,,, . 
Therefore, ((y, - 1) Y,/(Y,+ 1j2) CA,,,f:m = (2/9) 0.9r,, whence it is 
sufficient o show that r, < 10. 
It follows from (2(i)) and (2.2.1) that k, > L > 6. Therefore, 
(y, - 1)/k, < l/6 and (7, - 1) y,/(y, + 1) k, < l/9. It was shown in the 
proof of Proposition 2.1(111) that (Pi > 133 if u = 3. Therefore, 
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(u - 1) u2/2n < 0.01. Substitution in (2.2.2) now implies that (28/9)( l/r, + 
0.01 + 7/6) > 4. It follows that rI < 10. 
(iii) Assume u > 5. It was shown in the proof of Proposition 2.1(111) 
that q>415 if u=5 and 425” if ~26. It follows that 
(u - 1) u2/2n < 0.02. Thus, (iii) follows easily from (2.2.2) if A ,,, is empty. 
We assume A, 1, is nonempty. 
Let y = max{y, 1 Hypothesis (2,j, t) is satisfied} and let X,,, CA,., where 
4mhhr = 7. Since 1 < y, < y and r1 > 1, (2.2.2) implies 
(,+$$)(l.o2+ef,,,,(l+F)) >y2efms. (2.2.3) 
Every prime dividing 2u divides z. Hence, (2.2.1) implies that k, > 5 or 
u = 2” > 8 and k, > 40/21. If u # 2”, then substitution in (2.2.3) implies 
y ( 3. If e,,, < 2, then y < 2.5 and y < 2 if e,,, > 3. Since d,,, = yet,,,, is an 
integer, direct computation with y < 3 in (2.2.3) now implies d,,, = 2 if 
e rm, = 1. Further, d,,,,, (4 if et,,,, = 2 and dt,,,, ,< 6 if e,,, = 3. Thus, y < 2 if 
5(u<7. If u=2’>8, then (~+l)e,,,,,=f,,,=x,,,=2~ where b>2. 
Since k, > 40/21, substitution in (2.2.3) yields y < 3 if e,,, > 3. Further, 
y < 4.3 if e,,, = 1 and y < 3.3 if et,,,, = 2. Now (y+ l)etm, = 2’ easily 
implies f,,, = 4 if e,,, = 1 and f,,, = 8 if e,,, = 2. In both cases y = 3. 
3 
Throughout this section, we assume that G does not satisfy Hypothesis 2. 
Since fl satisfies Hypothesis 2 of [4], it follows that M is described by 
Lemma 2.3 of [4]. Using Corollary 1.4 and Lemma 2.3 if [4], we obtain the 
following description of Iv. 
(3) If G does not satisfy Hypothesis 2, then one of the following 
conditions is satisfied. 
(i) IPI=72, I?=KxU, where Ii7]=1, IK]=24, and 
zqZ(E) ” A 4. 
(ii) JPI = 232. E=Kxfl where (oI= 11, IK]=24, and 
IF/Z(E) = A 4. 
(iii) ]P] = 47’, E= KX u where 1 o] = 23, IFI = 48, and 
E/Z(K) 2: s, . 
E is solvable so we may choose K and (I to be respectively Hall 12, 3) 
and Hall (2,3}’ subgroups of E. Since U/(Un Z) = 0 and i7 is cyclic, U is 
abelian. Further, (] KI, 1 Ul) = 1, 0 cyclic, and E= K x 0 imply that 
U c Z(E). It follows that E = K x U and Z(E) = Z(K) x (I. If&j E q, for 
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i = 1 . .. 121, then xii 1 IE/Z(E)J. In particular, xij 1 Ij?\. If M? E U, then 
.6?(w) = bij where [ is a 1 Ulth root of unity. Thus, UG ker .,Xi,i if 
det & = l,,,,. We may now use Lemma 1.3 to obtain 
(3.1) If Hypothesis (2,j, t) is satisfied, then &J:m < IKl, x,, I IRl, 
and U G ker .&,,, if .K& E q , . 
Let .a and .? be defined’by .Z = {.%ij ) ,-?rv E @, and UE ker &ij) and 
.$ = (.$~jI,~ijEJ’; x,~> 3, and det.&j= IN). We note that q,,, G.Y?. 
Using (3) (and p. 287 of [8]), we may compute the following. 
(3.2)(i) _ If 4 = 72 or 232, then (x,~ I..cK,~ E.3 } = 13, 1, 1, 1.2,2,2} and 
(x,l / .F,,j EX) = (3}. 
(ii) !f q = 472, then (xv I Sij E .J’ } = ( 1, 1,3,3,2,2,2,4} and 
{x,jI.R;jE.W)= (3,4}. 
Assume that Hypothesis (2,j, t) is satisfied and A,,, is nonempty. Let.X,,, 
and .&,,! be corresponding characters in A,,, and g[,, . We will 
show that f,,, = x~,,,, = 3. Let R = {X,, I A’,,,, E A,*, and (d,,,,, e,,,f,,) = 
(dl,,, e,,,,fi,,)}. Using (3) and (3.1) we see that (d,,,, e,,,,f,,,) = (2, 1, 3), 
(3, 1,4), (5, 1,6) or (4,2,6) if q=472. If 4 = 72 or 232, then 
(4,~~ e fmf,ffmt) = (2, 43) or (3, L4). 
If q = 472, then (3.1), (3.2), g,,, &.A, and Lemma 1.3 imply that 
y, < 3, and (47* - 1)/2k, < C ,,,,,, f t,,, < Cm xTj < 25. Therefore, k, > 44. 
Since f,,, < 6, it follows that (y, - 1)/k, < 0.05, y, f :,,/2n < 0.05 
and 3 + (y, - 1) y,/(y, + 1) k, < 3.04. Using Lemma 3 of [5], we 
obtain (3.04)(1.05 + l.O5e:,,) > d:,,,,. Direct computation now implies 
, f ,)= (2, 1, 3)..If q = 72 or 232, then (3.1), (3.2), GY 
gzm?;.; ‘rmply that y, < 2 and (72 - 1)/2k < x 
c.3, and 
f2 i'$pxfj < 9. 
If (d tmsr erm~,fr,,,~) = (3, 1,4), then y, f f,,,./2; L Zd!i:/q’? k3. Further, 
(y, - 1)/k, < 9/24 and 3 + (y, - 1) y,/(y, + 1) k, < 3.25. Now (dl,,, e,,,, 
f,,,) = (3, 1,4) and Lemma 3 of [5] imply (3.25)(1.3 + 1 + 9/24) > 9. This 
is a contradiction. Thus, f,,,,, = xl,,,, = 3. 
Since E, is generated quaternion, there is an involution y2 E E, - Z,. 
Now y!Z = y,Z for g E E implies y: = y,~’ where \($)I < 2. It follows that 
jr2 is an involution in Z(E) - Z. If A,.,, is nonempty and .K,,, E ql,,,) then 
the previous paragraph implies .$I,,( y2) = -&,,,,( G2) = [3, where < = f 1. 
Lemma 1.3 implies that det &,,,,( y2) = 1 whence [ = 1. We summarize our 
results in Proposition 3.1. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If G does not satisfy Hypothesis 2, then there is an 
involution y, E E, -Z, such that Y; is an involution in Z@) - 2. If 
.&, E %#.,# then &,,( y2) = xIjm. 
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4 
The proof of Theorem 4.5 of [8] implies that A’*’ = A* - 2K where K is a 
character of G. Recall that /i(q) = an where a is a primitive ) ZI th root of 
unity. Thus, ,4’*‘(~) = n(q*) = a*, implies that K is a sum of characters in 
q,. Since n is even, /l/i=/i,,n,,. Using Lemma (1.2)(i), (4’*‘,/1’*‘)= 
(l/]G]) CG/I( g’) A( g2) = v(A/i) and Theorem 4.5 of [8], we obtain 
(4) v’*‘J’*‘) < CB, (~*,~I,7 X,,) + CA, d,, + u,, + u,2 
If G satisfies Hypothesis 2 and E, is cyclic, let ( y) be the subgroup 
defined in Proposition 2.1(1(i)). Let t2 E ( y) where I( .F2)j = 2. Proposition 
2.1(I) implies that yz = t and ~7~ e Z(E) - 2. If i?* is generalized quaternion, 
we may choose an involution y1 E E, - Z,. As in Section 3, y{Z = y,Z for 
all g E E implies that Y; is an involution in Z(E) - Z. 
If gEN, then /1’*‘(g)=/1(g2) implies that n”‘(g) = 0 unless 
g E PZ u y2PZ. Assume g =y2x# where x E P, then g* = y:q*’ and 
A”‘(g) = A( y;, azi. If .Ft,j E q, and x E P, then &;,J y2x#) = .stcj( y?) a”. 
It follows that CN--PZ/1(2)(g)&j( g) = 4 IZI ci(~f).%?,.~( y2). Thus, 
fl:r-pz = 0 implies that 2 &-PZ KC g) ‘st,j( g> = C.t-pz (A’(g) - 
A”‘(g))&j(g)=-qIz/A(y:)~. 
If x E P, then rj?, n(2)(xr,J) $l,j(x$) = /i(x’) x,,~ IZI. Since q is odd and 
A~= (wzA,)r, it follows that ~,pz/1’2’(g)&jj(g)=0. n,V= (I+v~~,)~~ and n 
even imply that (A:,, ,%i,j) = ?c,,~. Therefore, 2 xpz K( g) m = 
Cp,(A2(g) - n”‘(g)>,&‘j(g) = CpZA2(g)‘;2?;‘j(g) = C.yA2(g)~&‘ji(g) 
= xtjj INI. 
Combining the previous two paragraphs, we obtain 2(K,v, .Strj) = xtY - 
A( y;, .$irj( y*)/n. s ince F2 is an involution in Z(E) -2, .$.j( y?) = fX,,j. 
We define the subset ,4/‘ of gt, as follows. If yf = 1, let 
$9, = {x;,j 1 &j( y*) = xtsj}. If yi = t, let .Y = (.& rj I& ,j( T2) = -x, ,j}. It 
follows that (KN,.%t,j) = 0 if Xfsj E 9. Let 5“ =g, - 2, then 
(K,,&,j) = x,,~ if .$,j E .Y’. Since yz is an involution in Z(E) - 2, and 
(St,j)z =~~,~ty~,, CLy., (KN,Xt,j)x,rj= n/2. 
If TE pt, - .9t, and (K, 7’) f 0, then the previous paragraph implies 
that Th, = ~,((IJI,,A,)” + (I,u,,,~~)“) + C,y, (T,, ~t~j).~~~Ij where fr = 
C,?, (TN,.Xt,j)xlsj. Let S’ = (X,., ( X,,, E A,, and (K, X,,,) # 0). If 
x,., E S’, then f,,, = C:7..ft,,,,jx,V. If (K, A,., + A,.,) # 0, then 
b,, = Cksl, b,,jx,.j. Lemma 1.2(ii) implies that f,,,,, = 0 if X,,,,, E B,,. Hence, 
multiplying Eq. (3) of [ 51 by x,,~ and summing over .Y’ yields 
p(2c,, - 1) b,, +; d,+J& < 1 
wherep=O if (K,A,,+, + /i,,*) = 0 and /3 = 1 otherwise. 
(4.1) 
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CL?-, (KN, %qj) xtsj = n/2’ K(1) = n(n - 1)/2, (6) of [5], and the previous 
paragraph imply the following equalities. 
(KA,,, +&)b,,+C (K,X,,,)f,,,+ 2 (K, z-p+. (4.2) 
S’ Y,.-.i?t. 
+ (K, LI,.~ + A&(26,, - (Zc,. - 1))n + K’ (K, X,.,) 2e,,,n = 
n(n - 2) 
7 2 * 
(4.3) 
Using 2e,,, =A,,,, t (e,,, - d,,,) and (4.3), we see that 
n-2 
+ (K, A,,, + API) b,, + ; (K, X,,,)f,,, = 2. 
Therefore, (4.2) implies 
s (K,X,+,) 2l&,l+ ‘? (K, T).&+ (KA,,, +~td(b-C%- 1)) 
81’ w,.-9,, 
+ x (K, XtS,,,)(etcm - d,.,) = -1. (4.4) 
S’ 
LEMMA 4.1. G satisfies Hypothesis 2 and u # 2 or 4. 
Proof. If G does not satisfy Hypothesis 2, then yi = 1 and 
Y’ = {Zt,, I&,,( yJ = -x,,~}. Therefore, (K, lG) = 0 and Proposition 3. I 
implies that e,., > d,,,,, if X,,, E S’. Recalling from Lemma 1.2(ii) that 
b,, - (2c,, - 1) > 0, we see that (4.4) yields a contradiction. 
We assume that G satisfies Hypothesis 2 and u = 2 or 4. ]~!?/r,@)] is even 
and (2(iii)) implies that ,??z is cyclic. Lemma 2.2(i) implies that t’ = 1 and 
A ,,, is empty. Thus, 9’ = {Slj ] .Zrj( yz) = x,~). Using Lemma 1.2, we see 
that l=b,=(2~,-l)=u,,+~,~andd,,=e,,forallX,,EA,-(l,}.It 
follows from Lemma 1.2(i) that 
AA=A*,A2, = u,,n,, + u,,A,, +x d,,X,,. (4.1.1) 
Al 
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Since u = 2 or 4, (2(ii)) implies n/2 - 1 is odd. Thus, (K, A,, + A ,*) f 0 
follows from (4.3). Now b, = 2c, - 1, e,, = d,, for X,, E A, - ( lG), and 
(4.4) yield 
K= 1, + c (KX,,)X,, + (KA,,)A,, +(K,A,,)A,,. (41.2) s’-IlGl 
Since b, = 1, there is some linear character Z$ E Y’, such that 
b,j=x,j= 1. Thus, (K,A,, +A,,)b,j< (KN,S,j)=~,j= 1 implies that 
(K,A,, + A,2) = 1. Now using (4.2) (4.1.2), and f,, = d,, + e,, = 2d,, for 
X,, E S’ - { lG}, we obtain &,-,,,, 2d,,(K, X,,) = (n - 4)/2. Since 
(K,lG)=l=(K,n,,+/l,,)b, and f,,,,=2d,, for X,,EA,--{lG}, (4.1) 
implies that Cs,- ,,G, df, < (n - 4)/4. Therefore, applying the Cauchy- 
Schwartz inequality to Es.-,,,, d,,J(K,X,,) = (n - 4)/2 yields 
Cs,-,,,, 4(K, X1,)* > n - 4. 
A’*’ = A* - 2K = cf=, (Q - 2(K, Ali)) LI,~ - 1, + zA,eS, d,,X,, + 
XS’-,I,, (d,, - 2(K,X,,))X,, follows from (4.1.1) and (4.1.2). Now 
UII + Ul2 = 1 = (K, A ,, + A ,*) and the previous paragraph imply that 
(~‘*‘J’*‘) > u,, + ~12 + C.&n, - 4L~-,,c,4,n(K~X,,) + L-r,,, 
4(K9 X,,)’ 2 u,, + ~12 + C,, d:, - (n - 4) + n - 4. Using (4) and (4.1.1) 
we see that u,, + u12 + CA, d:, < (LI’*‘,A’~‘) < u,, + u,? + C,,d,,. It 
follows that d,, = 1 for all X,, E A,. 
Let 5Fi and G?, be the subsets of g, defined in Proposition 2.1. Recall that 
A, ,* and GF,,* are defined in Lemma 1.1. Since b, = 1 and Lemma 1.2 implies 
that f,,=O if X,,EB,, f,,j#O for some X,,EA,- (lG} if 
Z”,jE 5??, --@‘I. Let a, = {X,, ] X,,EA, and f,,#O for some 
Z,jE5F-g;}. If X,,Ea,, then f,,,,=d,,+e,,=2d,,=2, and we see 
that 2 =f,, = CB,fimjxlj> (,&-Qif,,,,j)u. It follows that a, and 59, - 5j?; 
are empty if u=4. If u=2, then J&-vif,,,,j=CB”,f,mj= 1 for X,,EA,. 
Hence, a, <A,,, and Lemma 1.1 implies that @, - 59; = @, when u = 2. If 
u=4, then $F,=GY;. However, Lemma 2S(iii) of [4] now implies that 
n = &,x;, = cc&?; x;, < 4n/q”2 whence q < 16. This contradicts (2(ii)). 
Thus, we may assume u = 2. Since E_* is cyclic, (2) implies jr,(E)] is odd. It 
follows that CI’, xij = IE/r2(El S n/3 when u = 2. However, 
@, -F{ = @,, z > 2, and Proposition 2.1(I(ii)) now imply n = &, xii = 
c *, , x: + xg, xii < n/3 + n/z < n/3 + n/2. This is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 4.2. V”‘,~“‘) > n/4 - ((y,. - 1) y,r/2(y,. + I)*) Cstn.4,.,,f ftm. 
Proof: If X,,,,, EA,,, then 2d,,, =A,,,, + (d,., - e,,,,,). It follows that 
,&, 2df,,,, S ,&, dt.,.fJc,,, + Css (d,., - e,,,) dt.,. Hence, d,,, - erem Q 0 for 
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X,,, E (A,, - ( Ic})-AI,,, and (4.1) imply ES, 2d:,,,, < n/2 + 1 + CsrnA, ,, 
&, - e,d 4, - /3(2c,, - 1) b,,. Lemma 1.3 implies that ~Sj,-,~ (4, - 
e,,,) d,,,,, < 6 h w ere 6 = ((7, - 1) y,./(y,, + 1)‘) ~,s~na,.,, ffZ. Using 
Lemma 1.2(iii), we now see that CA,,-S, 2df,, > n + 1 - (2c,, - l)(u,,, + 
u,.,) - Es, 2d;sm 2 n + 1 - (2c,. - l)(u,,, + u~.~) - {n/2 + 1 -p(2c,, - 1) 
b,, + S}. In particular, CA,,-SS dir,,, > n/4 + ((2c,, - 1)/2)@,, - (u,., + 
%‘Z)) - v* 
Since /i”’ =A A *I zL - 2K, Lemma 1.2 and the previous paragraph imply 
that (A”), A”‘) > C:=, (u,,[ - 2(K,A,,i))’ + xA,,-S, df,, > n/4 - d/2 + 
(G& - 1)/2wJ,. - oh + u~,~)) + xi=, (utsi - 2(K, A, pi))z. Hence, it is 
sufficient to show that ((2~~~ - 1)/2)(/36,, - (u,,, + u,.~)) + cf= l (U,‘i - 
2(K,Atsi))’ > 0. Since Lemma 1.2(ii) implies (2c,, - 1) < 0 if b,, = 0, 
we may assume b,, > 1. Lemma 1.2(ii) now implies that u,,, + u,,? = 
2c,, - 1 > 0 and b,, > 2c,, - 1 > 0. Therefore, (PC,, - 1)/2w3b - 
(u,., + u,(J) > 0 unless ,f? = 0 and ((2c, - 1)/2)@,, - (u,,, + r+)) = 
-(2c,. - l)2/2. In this case, /I = 0 yields cf=, (u,,~ - 2(K, n,.i))’ = u:,, + 
ufS2 > (2c,, - 1)*/2. Again, Et= 1 (U,,i - 2(K, A,(i))’ + ((ZC,, - 1)/2)@b,s - 
(Q, + 42)) > 0. 
LEMMA 4.3. 
(/p’,n”‘)<u+$ (G) +o.o25n+ (lJ1 - 1)2y1n 
(r, + 1) 2kl 
Proof: Lemma 4.1 implies we may assume u # 2 or 4. Let ..iY be any 
nonempty subset of ‘;“I and let K = (X,, / Xl, E A, and fl,j # 0 for some 
.S$ E .a’). Lemma 1.2(ii) implies that f,,, =0 if X,,, E B, and 
blj(2c, - 1) > 0. Thus, multiplying Eq. (3) of [5] by x,~ and summing over 
.R yields Ck (xrf,,X,j) dl, < Cp Xii* 
Let 57; and @, be the subsets of q, defined in Proposition 2.1. Recall that 
A ,,? and gl,2 are defined in Lemma l.l(ii). Further, Lemma l.l(ii) implies 
that GY,,* --GY;<@,. Let A;=(X,,IX,,EA, and flmj#O for some 
Slj E @?I}. Proposition Z.l(III) and the preceeding paragraph imply that 
CA ; d,, < 0.0252. Let Xl, E A I - A ;, then f,,,,j = 0 for S,j E 5?‘;. It follows 
that f,, > 2u or f,, = u and Xl, E A,., -AI. Using Lemma 1.2(ii), we see 
that 
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Let X=9?,,*- F;, then XL%?;. Again, u =f,, = Cxf,,,dlk if 
~hn~~l.2 - A;. Proposition 2.1 and the first paragraph of this proof imply 
that C A, I-~;f~mdlm GcP.X~jGC 4, xfj < n/z. It follows from the previous 
paragraph that CA,-A; d,, < n/2~ + 42~~. 
We have shown 
~d,,<O.O25n +-$ 
Al 
If b, # 0, then Lemma 1.2 and Eq. (3) of [5] imply that K,, + ulz = 
2c, - 1 < x,~ < u. If b, = 0, then the minimality of 1 GI and 121 > 1 imply 
that n,,(l) = -(2c, - 1)n > 3n. Thus, (u,, + u,,)(b, - (2c, - 1))/2 + u > 
u,, + u,? for any b,. Using Lemma 1.2(iv), Lemma 1.3, and e,,,, > d,, for 
X,,EA,-(A,,,u (lG}), we see that 
UI1 + UI2 +; (X,rn~ hi) < u + (u,, + u,z)(b, - (k, - 1jy.2 
I 
< u + 4 ,T Cd,, -e,,) d,, < u + (Y, - 1) Y,n 
1.I 2(Y, + 1 12k,. 
The lemma now follows from (4) and (4.3.1). 
Proof of Theorem 1. Lemma 4.1 implies that G satisfies Hypothesis 2 
and u f 2 or 4. Recall that every prime dividing 2u divides z. In particular, 
either z > 6 or z = 2’ > 2 and u = 2” > 8. 
Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 yield 
n 
0.25n ,< u + 0.025n + 2~ 
z+l 
( ) 
+ (Y,, - l)Y,, \;‘ z 
w,, + II2 A,.TnS, 
f’s 
f ITi 
(Y, - lh 
+ 2(y, + 1)’ k, ’ 
If u = 3, then Lemmas 1.3 and 2.2 imply 
(A) 
It was shown in the proof of Proposition 2.1(111) that q > 133 if u = 3. Since 
z > 6 if u = 3, substitution in (A) yields a contradiction. Therefore, u >, 5. 
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If EZ is cyclic, let fF;, and ‘%$, be the subsets of q, defined in Proposition 
v’ 
R={X, JX, EA 
nLi’) - R. Let ‘.% anbm%” 
.fc <ul 
R “‘kd R’ respectively. 
dkt$e?he s:?ets 0; k,. , corre::tndi:g’ t: 
c. B &?I + C.R, &I * 
Lemma 1.3 implies that CR,,.!ns.fim < 
Moreover, 2 E F;, and 2’ c gt, nY’. Smce E, is 
cyclic, & = r and 9’ = {Ztsi 1 &;,j (~7~) = x,,~). Hence, Proposition 2.1(I(ii)) 
implies 9’ is empty if z = 2 and Cs, x:,,,, < n/z < n/4 if z # 2. Using 
Proposition 2.1(111), we see that either CA,,,,ns,f:.m < 0.275n and z > 4 or 
z = 2, u = 2” > 8 and x, ,,,, ,-,s,f f,,,, < 0.025n. 
If f?* is generalized quaternion, then Lemma 1.3 and Proposition 2. I(II) 
imply that C.4,.,,nss f ism < xAl, , f :,,,, < n/3. Combining this with the 
’ previous paragraph yields 




If was shown in the proof of Lemma 2.2 (see 2.2.1)) that if A,., is 
nonempty and u > 5, then l/k, < l/z + l/40. In particular, k, > 5 if u # 2”. 
If u = 2”, either z > 4 and k, > 40/l 1 or z = 2 and k, > 40/21. We also 
recall that (2) implies 4 > 5”. 
If u = 5,6, or 7, then z > 6. Lemma 2.2(iii) implies that 
(y, - 1) y,/2(y, + l)* < l/9 for f = t’ or 1. Using (B), k, > 5, z > 6, and 
substituting in (A), we obtain 0.25n < u + 0.025n + 7n/ 12~ t 
(1/9)(n/3 + n/5). Since 5 < u < 7. it follows that n < 175. This contradicts 
2n + 1 = 9 > 5’. 
Therefore, u > 8 and Lemma 2.2(iii) implies that yt(yr - 1)/2(y, + 1)’ < 
3/16 for t = t’ or I. If z # 2, then k, > 40/l 1, z > 4 and (A) and (B) imply 
that 
0.25n<O.O25n++ ($)+$-(+I+%. 
If z = 2, then k, > 40/21 and (A) and (B) imply that 
63n 
+ & (0.025n) t 640. 
In both cases, it follows that n < 50~. However, 5” < q = 2n + 1 < 100~ and 
u > 8 provide an easy contradiction. 
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